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Descriptive Inventory

FA 482  INGRAM, Tracy

1 folder. 1 item. 2009. Typescripts, informant and release forms.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

FA 482  INGRAM, Tracy  2009

Information collected by Tracy Ingram related to folklore genres for a folk studies class at Western Kentucky University.
1 folder. 1 item. Typescripts, informant and release forms.
2009.241.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Barhorst, Rebecca (Informant)
Baskett, Katie (Informant)
Burke, Kayla (Informant)
Davis, Elizabeth (Informant)
Ezell, Jordan (Informant)
Folk medicine
Games
Gerrish, Alex (Informant)
Hardesty, Joshua (Informant)
Jokes
Lobb, Daniel (Informant)
Legends
Marsh, Libby (Informant)
Miles, Emily (Informant)
Ressler- Billion, Patricia (Informant)
Ressler, Maerlander, Jessamyn (Informant)
Riddles
Sadler, Julie (Informant)
Songs
Steenbergen, Igna (Informant)
Supernatural tales
Superstitions
Willett, Taylor (Informant)
Ziegler, Jessica (Informant)
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